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MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN  
SOLUTIONS FOR FPSOS

RAMbOLL OIL & GAS IS INTERNATIONALLY kNOWN 
FOR OUR OPTIMISED FPSO DESIGN SOLUTIONS

SELECTED 
REFERENCES

Nexus FPso I, aPl  
Nexus aNd samsuNg
Our biggest FPSO project to date 
with 310,000 man hours spent. 
Our scope of work included 
all topsides designs, including 
process, mechanical, electrical 
and instrumentation engineering 
support as well as environmental, 
risk and safety studies.

sevaN PIraNema FPso,  
KaNFa/sevaN marINe
Our work on the innovative 
cylinder-shaped FPSO included 
design of topsides modules,  
skids and piping.

PeregrINo FPso, maersK
We conducted front-end 
studies, risk & safety studies, 
and engineering and compliance 
support during detailed design 
and construction phase.

NgujIma-YIN FPso, maersK
Our scope of work included 
comprehensive risk and safety 
analyses and engineering support 
during front-end, detailed design 
and operation phase.

whIte rose FPso, maersK
Our scope of work included 
comprehensive risk and safety 
analyses.

gIrassol FPso, total
We conducted design of J-tube 
riser caissons imposed by severe 
transportation loads from Korea  
to West Africa.

beNIta FPso aNd PaPa  
terra FPso, bwo bergeseN 
We provided process engineering, 
including generation of PFD’s 
and P&ID’s, HYSYS simulations of 
topside process, general process 
calculations & support and Master 
Equipment list

“Ramboll Oil & Gas demonstrated 
and provided an excellent 
integrated engineering solution 
for NEXUS # 1 FPSO through 
their absolute transparency in 
engineering.  Ramboll Oil & Gas 
delivers professional solutions on 
time and we look forward to work 
together again on another FPSO 
project in the future”  
Jo. Yong-Ho, Topside Project Manager, 
Samsung Heavy Industries

 

about ramboll
Ramboll is a leading engineering, 
design and consultancy company 
founded in Denmark in 1945. We 
employ close to 10,000 experts and 
have a significant presence in Northern 
Europe, Russia, India and the Middle 
East. With more than 200 offices 
in 19 countries, we emphasise local 
experience combined with a global 
knowledge base. We constantly strive 
to achieve rigorous solutions that make 
a genuine difference to our clients, the 
end-users and society.
 
The business unit Ramboll Oil & Gas 
provides highly specialised engineering 
consultancy services to the global oil 
and gas industry. We have worked 
in the industry since the 1970s, and 
employ close to 1,000 dedicated oil 
and gas specialists.

Increasing energy consumption 
creates a need to extract energy 
from deeper waters and more 
remote locations of the world.  
The floating production sector is  
an important way to accommodate 
this need in a cost-effective,  
flexible way. 

Our consultancy services range 
from conceptual studies, FEED 
and detailed design of all topsides 
facilities to project management 
and comprehensive risk and safety 
analyses. 

advantageous assets
There are a number of good reasons 
to choose FPSOs over traditional 
fixed platforms, especially when op-
erating in deep waters and smaller 
fields with short-term exhaustion 
perspectives. The advances in 
subsea production techniques make 
FPSOs a cost-effective solution on 
deep water fields as they: 
•	 can	deal	with	multiple	 

subsea wellheads 
•	 are	easy	to	transport	 

to and install in new fields
•	 can	receive,	process	and	store	oil	

on top of FPsos
FPSOs come in different shapes 
and sizes, but whether we are 
talking about converted tankers,  
or purpose-built ship and 
cylindrical shaped vessels, there 
is relatively little space on board. 
These circumstances naturally 
call for highly optimised topsides 
designs, which are one of our key 
areas of expertise. 

Built upon our vast experience 
designing topsides for traditional 
rigs in harsh environments, we 
have further developed our 
topsides designs to also fit the 
dynamic movements and confined 
space of an FPSO. And we have 
accomplished this without 
compromising operability, safety or 
cost. Simply put, we offer durable 
solutions that meet the highest HSE 
standards and ensure our clients a 
high return on investment.

safety on board
Safety is a key concern on all 
installations and we have made 
risk and safety studies an integral 
part of service portfolio. We have 

conducted comprehensive risk 
and safety studies on most of our 
FPSO projects ranging from hazard 
identification to marine analyses. 
Using advanced Computational 
Fluid Dynamics-based modelling 
and simulations, we are able to 
anticipate accidents with great 
accuracy, design against them, 
and set down necessary safety 
procedures. 

estimating weight and cost
Our in-house developed weight 
and cost estimating software 
system (WEPS) is a valuable 
estimation tool for FPSO projects. 
WEPS stands for Weight and cost 
Estimation, Platform Screening.

The WEPS system is fed with 
key data such as a specific field’s 
forecasted oil and gas production. 
Based on the data, our clients 
can easily calculate project 
requirements such as equipment 
lists, area requirements, dry 
weights, costs, man-hours, norms 
and rates. 

extracting energy  
on tight deadlines
FPSOs must be designed to 
operate under unknown conditions 
with high production capacities 
meeting tight deadlines, which can 
be a challenging task. We believe 
that a close partnership with our 
clients sets the ground for a long-
term and economically sound 
solution that meets the individual 
future demands for extracting 
energy on deep waters all over 
the world. Through the successful 
completion of several such projects 
we have proven our project 
management capabilities to the 
satisfaction of all of our clients. 
 
International project 
coordination
We have expertise in managing 
large topsides design projects, 
most recently for APL Nexus and 
Samsung on the Nexus I FPSO. This 
project required the coordination of 
several international teams working 
out of offices in Norway, Denmark 
and Korea.

For further information  
please contact

Dag A Nilsen,
Director, Project Execution and 
External Services 
Ramboll Oil & Gas
dan@ramboll.com

Lars Wahl Andersen  
Director of Risk & Safety
Ramboll Oil & Gas
lwa@ramboll.com


